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What is a growth mindset? 

It is the belief that a person’s 
abilities and intelligence can be 
developed through practice, hard 
work, discipline, dedication and 
motivation.    



One of my heroines of growth mindset: wilma rudolph (and her Mom)





I ran and ran every day, AND I Acquired this 
sense of determination, this sense of spirit 
that I would never give up, no matter what 

happened.



What is a fixed mindset?

It is the belief that intelligence and 
abilities are “fixed” and can’t really be 
developed or improved upon. You are either 
born with “it” or you’re not, and there’s not 
much a person can do about it.

                    



 where Do you see yourself?   Your 9th Grader?



How it began...
Carol Dweck: grad student at Yale 

“how people cope with challenge and failure”  

Students were given puzzles and praised for:

intelligence:  “Wow, that’s a really good score.  You 
must be smart at this.”  

effort: “Wow, that’s a really good score.  You must have 
worked really hard.”  



Next puzzle:  harder or easier?

  Students praised for intelligence:  chose easier

  Students praised for effort:  chose harder

                 TWIST:  everyone given a difficult puzzle.

?:  How do you think the majority of the students in each 
group responded to the more difficult puzzle?



Intelligence                          Effort
became discouraged

doubted ability

on 3rd puzzle, equivalent to 
first, worse scores than on 
the first.

stayed engaged

maintained confidence

scores improved markedly on 
3rd puzzle



Thus began over 3 decades of research for dweck
Why do some people give up when they encounter difficulty, 
while others, who are no more skilled, continue to strive and 
learn?

Key component:  Person’s belief about WHY they struggled 
and/or failed.  

Fixed mindset: “I’m just not good at the clarinet, so what’s 
the point of trying?”

Growth mindset: “I’m not doing well because I’m not practicing 
enough.”

 



More on fixed mindset….  



Growth Mindset



Isn’t this what we 
want for our kids?



How can parents encourage a growth mindset?
1) Remember change is a process that takes time. Be patient 

with yourself and with your child.
2) Model it!  Do things you’re not good at and enjoy it.                                                             

*computers*
3) Tell success stories that emphasize effort and love of 

learning.  
4) Be OK with your child’s struggle.  Learning to persist is 

an important way we learn, grow and mature.  
5) Give permission to fail.  This can decrease anxiety and 

bring joy back into learning. 
6) Praise wisely.  



PRAISE
*Praise hard work, effort and wise strategies, outcomes     
not intelligence and natural abilities.  

*Be specific, so kids know exactly what they’re doing right.

*Be intermittent with praise.  



SAY THIS                                  NOT THis
*I can see you worked hard on this!

*It seems like it might be time to 
try another strategy.

*That was really hard! I’m proud of 
the way you persisted and saw this 
project through to the end.

*You did a good job in the 
ballgame.  Your focus and hustle 
really paid off defensively!

*Nice job using different 
strategies on that math problem 
until you got it.

*You are so smart!

*I don’t think you’re cut out 
for…(fill in the blank)

*That was really hard! I’m so glad 
you never have to do that again!

*You are such a natural!

*You are brilliant!



       



In summary, growth mindset allows students to:
*embrace learning (and even enjoy it!)

*understand the role of effort in reaching their potential 
(academically and otherwise)

*maintain resilience in the face of setbacks

*BONUS: it can be learned!




